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In [1] it was considered a rotating magnetic field Bi = ijk∂jAk that violates the Bianchi identities for the standard photon
(i.e. the vector gauge field A). It is claimed by the author that this construction justifies the existence of a physical pseudo-photon
(a pseudo-vector gauge field C) independently of the detectability of magnetic monopoles [2]. This is an overstatement, in particular
the author failed to notice that the construction presented in [1] is, in standard electromagnetism, unphysical. Considering the usual
Maxwell equations in vacuum a magnetic field does not exist by itself, it needs to be generated by some source. Usually an electric
current or its equivalent (e.g a permanent magnet) [3]. By properly considering the electric currents that generate the magnetic
field Bi in the Maxwell action the standard vector field A is enough to describe most physical systems and generally has regular
solutions.
Hence, although the calculations are correct and the derivations presented in [1] are consistent with the assumption that a single
rotating magnetic field may exist, the simple example carried out must, at most, be considered as a conceptual system or a toy model.
Nevertheless it is important to stress that this simple example may have relevance in some particular practical implementations when
considering magnetic flux tubes or strings.
As examples there are the Abrikosov–Nielsen–Olesen string solutions [4]. Besides being able to reproduce the confinement of
magnetic monopoles [5] are relevant in systems such as type II superconductivity. Although laboratory electron systems are usually
not rotating, a more suitable framework where the same solutions may exist are neutron stars and pulsars (these system have already
been mentioned in [1]) for which a neutron type II superconductivity phase could be present [6].
Also for standard stars as the Sun has been put forward within magneto-hydrodynamics [7] that singular magnetic field lines
(magnetic flux tubes thinner than the plasma Debye length) may explain the heating of the stellar corona due to magnetic recon-
nection mechanisms [8]. In this framework are considered topological defects and topology changing mechanisms in the stellar
plasma. In particular it is interesting to note that, in planar magnetic reconnection theory, the magnetic fields lye along the plane of
the plasma while the electric fields are orthogonal to this plane [8]. It is important to stress that such fields are not allowed in the
standard planar Maxwell theory where only planar electric fields and orthogonal magnetic fields exist. These results are consistent
with the field content obtained in planar systems when pseudo-photon fields are considered [9], hence seems relevant to consider
the existence of pseudo-photons in these frameworks.
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